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Radiation and lifetimes of atoms inside dielectric particles
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The transition rates of atoms inside spherical dielectric particles are computed and studied as
functions of the transition frequency and of the physical properties of the host particle. The rates
are found to range from about 0.2 to more than 1500 times the free-space value, depending on the
location of the atom and other relevant physical parameters. The radiation from distributions of
atoms inside liquid drops is also studied. Analytic and numerical results are given for the case of a
uniform distribution of excited atoms. Large enhancements of the power output (some 100 times
the value for the same distribution in bulk material) are found to occur under resonant conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has recently been much interesting experimental
work demonstrating that the lifetime of atoms in metallic
cavities may be significantly different from the free-space
values. ' Similar changes in the lifetime have been
found earlier for molecules near planar surfaces. ' In the
planar case it was found that a classical treatment, in
which the atom or molecule is described as an oscillating
electric dipole, gives results in excellent agreement with
experiment. It is therefore of interest to extend the clas-
sical treatment to atoms or molecules in or near small
spherical particles ' and compare the results with experi-
ment. The spherical case is of special interest because an
accurate theoretical treatment is possible, and liquid
drops of almost perfectly spherical shape are easily pro-
duced experimentally. Moreover, there are numerous
resonances associated with spherical particles, well
known from elastic scattering, which are expected to
have strong influences on the lifetimes of atoms nearby or
inside.

In a recent paper, the author derived analytic expres-
sions for the transition rates of atoms or molecules inside
and outside spherical dielectric particles. The results
were derived on the basis of classical electromagnetic
theory and were then shown to agree with those comput-
ed quantum mechanically with the linear-response for-
malism adapted to spherical geometry. Some numerical
results, mostly for atoms outside the particle, were given
in Ref. 7, in which it is found that the transition rates are
oscillatory functions of the radial coordinate of the atom,
and can be strongly enhanced when the transition fre-
quency coincides with one of the resonance frequencies of
the particle. In this paper we study the transition rates of
atoms or molecules inside spherical dielectric particles in
much greater detail, including quantitative discussions of
the radiation due to a uniform distribution of excited
molecules inside a liquid drop. The total power output
due to this distribution is computed and found to be
markedly different from the corresponding output due to
the same distribution of molecules in the same bulk rnedi-
um, especially for transition frequencies near resonances.

Section II presents numerical results on the transition
rates of atoms inside nonmagnetic spherical dielectric

particles in air as functions of radial coordinate, frequen-
cy, and the dielectric constant of the particle. The rates
are normalized to the transition rates in the same medi-
um in bulk in most cases, but comparison with free-space
rates is also discussed. Very large enhancements of the
transition rates, over 1000 times the free-space values, are
found at certain resonances for size parameters ka-50.
These high rates depend sensitively on the size parameter
and the refractive index of the particle, and somewhat
less sensitively on the radial coordinate of the atom.

The total radiated power of a uniform population of
excited atoms inside a spherical particle is computed in
Sec. III. The results are normalized to the power due to
the same population in bulk. Numerical results are given
for radial and tangential polarizations, as well as the fre-
quency dependence of the polarization averages. It is
found that large resonance enhancements persists in spite
of polarization and volume averaging.

II. TRANSITION RATES OF SINGLE ATOMS
INSIDE A PARTICLE

for radial oscillations and
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Consider an atom at radial coordinates r' inside a
spherical dielectric particle (medium 1) of radius a locat-
ed in a dielectric medium (medium 2). It is shown in Ref.
7 that according to classical electromagnetic theory the
rates for electric dipole transitions, normalized to the
bulk value in medium 1, are given by
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for tangential oscillations. The terms with the factor D„
are electric multipole (TM) terms and those with the ac-
tor D„' are magnetic multiple (TE) terms. Here

I"i=+Pi&& 3'i =ki" P1,2 k1,2~
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This was done in igs. and F 6 and 7 all the other figures show
rates normalized to bulk values for medium 1. In these
figures (1—8) the solid curves (scale on the left} are transi-
tion rates for radial oscillations and the dashed curves

1 the ri ht) are rates for tangential oscillations.
Figure 1 shows the rates for molecules inside a g ycero
drop e, =2. 1609) with size parameter ka =5. Figures
2 —8 show the rates for molecules inside a water drop
(e, =1.7689) in air. In Fig. 2, the rates are dominated y
a resonance in the n =58 electric multipole (E58) term at

The denominators D„and D„' are the same as those of
ma becomethe elastic (Mie} scattering coefficients and may ec

very small in magnitude when the transition frequency
coincides wit one o

'
h f the natural (resonance) frequencies

of the particle (the-expansion coefficients for the interna
fields also have the same denominators, whic is t e ori-
gin of the "hot spots" inside particles illuminated by an
e ec roma
about 1.5, the rates for both polarizations are smo

ce r of the atomci a ory'll tory functions of the radial distance r o
about 10. Afrom the center for size parameter ka up to abou

higher refractive index tends to magnify the a p
'

he am litudes
of the oscillations. Increasing the size parameter leads to
large resonances, an rad dramatic enhancements of the rates
may occur, particularly near the surface. For refractive
indices in the range 1.3-1.5, many large resonances are
found for ka -50 (these resonances are also reflected in
the hu e peaks in the internal fields; see, for example, t e
1 t two papers quoted in Ref. 10). A further increase in
ka leads to wrinkly rate curves (as functions o r
as wo

narrower and closer peaks, which can become very large
near the surface at resonances.

These effects are illustrated in Figs. 1-8, which show
the normalized transition rates for both radial and
tangential polarizations of the radial coordinate o t e
molecule inside a dielectric sphere of radius a in air

=e =1). These rates have been normalized to
the rates of atoms in bulk medium 1 in order to

'~ ~

isolate
the effects of the particle versus those of the bulk me i-

T compare the transition rates of atoms in t e par-
ticle with the free-space rates, we need only to mu tip y
the right-hand side of Eqs. (1) and (2) and the normalized
rates in all the figures by ~ e&, i.e.,

R /R„, =(R /Ro)(RO/R„, )

=(p'ieilpze2)'~ (R /Ro)=(R /Roi)+e, ,

and similarly
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FIG. 1. Normalized rates R /Ro (sohd curve) and
(dashed curve) for a glycerol drop (@=2.1609) in air as func-
tions of the radial distance of the atom from the center, for
ka =5. The corresponding curves (not shown) for a water drop
(a= 1.7689) have similar oscillating behavior with smaller am-
plitudes.

ka =48.76935. The peak value of the radial rate is 900
times the bulk value. Note the difference in the behavior

shows the rates at a magnetic multipole (M57) resonance
at ka =47.54835. Only the tangential rate is enhanced
because the radial rate contains only electric multipole
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FIG. 2. A large resonance (E58) in a water drop e= 1.7689)
in air, with ka =48.769356. The solid curve is the radial rate
(scale on the left); the dashed curve is the tangential rate (sca e
on the right). Both curves oscillate about unity with small am-
plitudes for r /a ~ 0.8. The radial rate peaks at r /a =0.947.
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FIG. 3. Another large resonance (M57) in a water drop with
ka =47.54835. The tangential rate (dashed curve) peaks at
r /a =0.957 with a peak value of 601.

FIG. 5. Effects of a small change in the refractive index on
the M 57 resonance: here e= 1.7424 and ka =47.548 35.

terms [see Eq. (1)], while both electric and magnetic mul-
tipoles contribute to the tangential rate [see Eq. (2)]. Fig-
ures 4 and 5 show how the rates are affected as the physi-
cal parameters are varied slightly from their values at the
M57 resonance. A change of 0.0035% in the size param-
eter causes the resonance peak in the tangential rate to
drop from 600 (Fig. 3) to about 7 (Fig. 4), while a change
in the refractive index from 1.33 to 1.32 (a change of
0.75%%uo) causes the resonance to disappear completely
(Fig. 5). The next two figures (6 and 7) compare the rates
at resonances in larger water drops to the free-space
values. Figure 6 shows the large enhancements of the

rates (1546 times the free-space value at r la =0.848 for
the radial polarization) for ka =155.068 5986, when the
rates are dominated by a resonance in the E170 term.
The rates at a nearby magnetic multipole (M170) reso-
nance at ka =154.711377 are shown in Fig. 7. For com-
parison, the rates under nonresonant conditions
(ka =150) are shown in Fig. 8, where the rates are nor-
malized to the bulk values (i.e., 1/1. 33=0.75 times the
free-space values).

If the radius of the particle is small compared to the
wavelength of the transition (the Rayleigh limit), the
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FIG. 4. Effects of a small change in the size parameter on the
M57 resonance: the rates in a water drop with ka =47.55.

FIG. 6. A sharper resonance (E170) in a larger water drop
with ka =155.0685986. The radial rate peaks at r/a =0.848
with a peak value of 1546 times the free-space value; the tangen-
tial rate peaks at r/a =0.979 with a peak value of 82.
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FIG. 7. The M 170 resonance in a water drop at
ka =154.711 377. The tangential rate peaks at r/a =0.85,
where it is 1287 times the free-space value. Note the difference
in the radial dependence of the rates from the electric multipole
resonance in Fig. 6.

for ka g&1 .
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transition rates are independent of polarization and the
location of the atom or molecule within the particle,

' 1/2
9 &&2

R /Ro~ (4)
(ei/@2+2) e&p

For a nonmagnetic particle in air, this ratio simplifies to
9/[(e&+2) e, ]. In terms of the free-space rate, we2

have

(Rayleigh limit). Both ratios (4) and (4') are generally
less than unity (as E, is ) 1 for most dielectrics) and de-
crease with e, . These results are readily amenable to ex-
perimental test.

III. RADIATION FROM DISTRIBUTION
OF ATOMS INSIDE A PARTICLE

Equations (1) and (2) allow us to compute the power ra-
diated by arbitrary distributions of excited atoms inside a
dielectric spherical particle, normalized to the power ra-
diated by the same number of atoms in bulk material.
The result may be interpreted as the volume average of
transition rates of atoms at different sites (and therefore
with different lifetimes" ), and will reflect both the distri-
bution of atoms and the characteristic properties of the
particle. Such averages are of physical interest for many
reasons. For example, they are relevant in the inverse
problem of obtaining information about the distribution
of excited atoms and/or the properties of the host parti-
cle from the radiation emitted. Another reason is that it
is not always feasible to locate atoms at specific sites. In
a liquid drop, for example, convection has the effect of
washing out inhomogeneities in the distribution. In this
section we define average transition rates in the sense
mentioned above, and give analytic and numerical results
for the special case of a uniform distribution of atoms in
a spherical particle, which will sometimes be referred to
as a liquid drop for brevity.

Let n(r) be the density of excited atoms inside a spher-
ical dielectric particle. We define the normalized average
rate (power) for radial oscillations to be the total (normal-
ized} radiated power for this polarization divided by the
total number of excited atoms,

(R /Ro) = J(R lRO)n(r')d r' J n(r')d r', (5)

where R /Ro is given by Eq. (1) with y&
——k, r' and the

integration is over the particle volume. The average rate
(R /ROI) for tangential oscillations is defined similarly.II I~

'L

For a uniform distribution n(r)=const, these averages
reduce to
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FIG.G. 8. Normalized rates for a large water drop (ka =150)
under nonresonant conditions.

where

G =p,p2/e, e2

H =(9E&/4p&)(p&e&e2/p2)'

pi=kia

and
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L„=(2n+1)f j„(p)dp,

M„=(2n+1)f t[pj„(p)]'I dp .

The integrals L„and M„may be evaluated by recur-
sion in terms of spherical Bessel functions and the sine in-
tegral. ' However, if one is only interested in the total
rate averaged over polarizations, ' the result is expressi-
ble in terms of spherical Bessel functions alone, '

(6b)

(R /R ) =—(R /R +2R II/R
Jl )/3

r

(7)

where

J„=[n (n + 1)L„+M„]/(2n + 1)

I n (n +1)j„'(p)+[(pj„(p))']'jdp
0

= —rtptj.'(pt)+pI[j.' t(pt) —j.(pt)j. 2(pt)]/2

&
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The persistence of the denominators D„and D„' in the
average rates (1'), (2'), and (7) shows again the possibility
of resonance enhancement of the rates when the transi-
tion frequency is near a resonance frequency of the host
particle. Figures (9—11) show plots of the normalized
average rates as functions of frequency for glycerol
(n =1.47) and water (n =1.33) droplets in air As i.n

Figs. 1-5 and 8 in Sec. II, the rates have been normalized
to the bulk value in medium 1. If they are normalized to

the free-space rates, the normalization factor 0 in Eqs.
(1'), (2'), and (7) should be replaced by 9p&e&/(4p, pz)
and all the rates in Figs. 9—11 should be multiplied by

At low frequencies (size parameter ka 510), the
average rates are smooth oscillating functions of cu (Fig.
9), with the peaks getting sharper as the frequency in-
creases. At higher frequencies (ka —50), the resonance
peaks become huge (Fig. 10). Because the volume in-
tegration tends to weigh regions near the surface mbre
heavily than those near the center, a high (low) rate near
the surface will generally result in a high (low) average
rate as well. For example, the large peak in the radial
rate shown in Fig. 2 and in the peak in the average rate at
X=0.9018429 pm in Fig. 10 with a peak value of 72
times the bulk rate are both due to the resonance E57.
The average rate goes through more narrower and closely
spaced resonance peaks as ka is increased further (Fig.
11).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

%e have studied in detail the spatial and frequency
dependence of transition rates of single atoms or mole-
cules located in dielectric spherical particles on the basis
of a formalism given in Ref. 7. The rates are smooth os-
cillatory functions of the radial coordinate of the atom at
low frequencies, and have huge peaks near the surface at
higher frequencies when the transition frequency coin-
cides with a resonance frequency of the host particle. At
these resonances the rates are usually dominated by a sin-
gle resonance term of order slightly larger than the size
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FIG. 9. Normalized rates ( R /R 0 ) (dashed curve),
( R ~'/R

o ) (long-dashed short-dashed curve), and ( R /R 0 )
(solid curve), for a water drop of radius 5 pm. The size parame-
ter ranges from 21 to 22.

FIG. 10. Frequency dependence of the average total rate
(R/Ro) for a water drop of radius 7 pm for ka —50. The
heights and the associated dominating resonances of the four
large peaks are, from the left, 72 (E58), 108 (M58), 60 (E57),
and 90 (M57), respectively. The three small peaks are, from the
left, due to resonances in the M53, E52, and M52 terms, respec-
tively.
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to electric (TM) and magnetic (TE) multipoles [see Eqs.
(1), (2), (1'), (2'), and (7)], with denominators D„and D„',
respectively. These are the same denominators [see Eqs.
(3a) and (3b)] as those of the (Mie) scattering coefficients,
as well as those of the expansion coefficients of the inter-
nal field in the elastic scattering of electromagnetic waves
by the same particle. These denominators become small
in magnitude at resonant frequencies of the particle,
which is the common origin of the resonance in the rates
and scattering cross sections, and also of the "hot spots"
in spherical particles illuminated by electromagnetic radi-
ation. '

When the radius of the particle is small compared to
the wavelength of the transition, the transition rate is in-
dependent of the position of the atom and is smaller than
the rate in bulk medium 1 by a factor

~e! ! ! ! !
0.410%.4125 0.8150 0.4175 0.4200 0.4224 0.4250 0.42'M 0.4800 0.4825 0.8840 0.4874 4.4400

WAVELENGTH (pm)

FIG. 11. This plot, with a resolution of AA, =5)(10 pm,
shows the qualitative behavior of the frequency dependence of
the average rate R/Ro for a water drop of radius 20 pm. The
heights of the narrower peaks are much higher than are shown

here. The first (E170) and the third (M170) peaks from the left
have heights of 62.5 (at A, =0.810374939 pm) and 99 (at
A, =0.812 246 06 pm), respectively. To locate the narrower
peaks precisely would have required a resolution of b, A, -10 '
pm.

parameter, and can reach values in excess of 1500 times
the free-space values at certain locations. Resonances at
low values of ka ( «50), as well as resonances of order
&gka for larger values of ka, do not have such dominant
effects in general. The radial dependence of the rates for
the two polarizations is quite different for electric and
magnetic multipole resonances (see Figs. 2, 3, 6, and 7),
because the radial rate contains only electric multipole
terms, while the tangential rate contains both electric and
magnetic terms [see Eqs. (1) and (2)]. The resonance
peaks become higher and narrower as the frequency in-
creases, and are very sensitive functions of the size pa-
rameter and the dielectric constant of the particle.

The radiation due to a uniform distribution of excited
atoms inside a spherical dielectric particle has been inves-
tigated for liquid drops. Explicit expressions are given
for the volume-averaged transition rates for both polar-
izations and for polarization averages. The frequency
dependence of the average rates is studied numerically
and found to be similar to the behavior of the total
scattering cross section of electromagnetic waves by the
same particle, viz. , smooth oscillatory behavior for low
frequencies (Fig. 9), large resonances, for intermediate
frequencies (Fig. 10), and a wriggly background with
sharp spikes at high frequencies (Fig. 11). The average
rate at resonance can be as high as 100 times the bulk
rate (or about 130 times the free space rate).

The similarity of the frequency dependence of the rates
with that of elastic scattering cross sections can be traced
to the fact that the rates are sums of terms corresponding

9/[(e, +2) Qe, ]

and smaller than the free-space rate by a factor of
9/(e&+2) . Experimental tests of these relations as well
as our results on the resonance enhancements of the tran-
sition rates would be interesting.

We conclude with a brief discussion of some finer
points which have not been touched on but which may
lead to interesting physical effects. In this paper, the
atom is described as a dipole p oscillating at the (real)
transition frequency co, and the inhuence of the particle
enters primarily through the denominators D„(ro) and
D„'(co) of Eqs. (3a) and (3b). The enhancements of the
transition rates reported here are due to the complex
zeros of D„(co) and D„'(co) near the real co axis, at
co =co„=a„+iy „and co =co'„=a'„+iy'„, respectively,
with y„and y„' small. The imaginary parts y„and y'„
are approximately equal to the widths (or the reciprocals
of the lifetimes) of the corresponding multipole reso-
nances. ' To describe an excited atom, however, the
transition frequency co should actually have an imaginary
part y, which is the reciprocal of the lifetime ~. For our
description of spontaneous emission to be valid, it is
therefore necessary that y &&y„,y'„. Experimentally, the
lifetimes of atomic transitions vary over many decades, '

with y= 1/1 in the range 10 —10 sec ' being common.
For comparison, the resonances M58 (Fig. 2), E170 (Fig.
6), and M170 (Fig. 7) discussed in this paper have widths
9.3, 3.2, 2. 1)&10 sec ', respectively. There is thus a
broad range of transitions for which our description is
valid. ' When y becomes comparable with y„and y'„,
the decay characteristics become more complicated and
other effects, ' such as oscillatory spontaneous emission,
may arise. Also, the frequencies at which large enhance-
ments of the transmission rates occur may deviate
significantly from the resonance frequencies of the parti-
cle.

In the case of collections of radiating atoms in the a
particle, there can be at high atomic densities subtle and
interesting collective effects not discussed in Sec. III.
These include ringings in the emitted power' and super-
radiance. ' I'=tailed treatment of these effects requires
more elaborate formalisms than the one employed in this
paper. We shall therefore make here only a rough esti-
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mate of the critical density of radiating atoms above
which collective effects may be expected. Such effects are
expected to be small if a photon emitted by an atom has a
negligible (i.e., && 1) probability of being absorbed before
it leaves the particle. Consider first the probability p that
a photon emitted by one atom will be absorbed by anoth-
er atom after traveling a distance equal to the average in-
teratomic distance d. Assuming that the direction of
emission is random, this probability is roughly

p =o /4rrd, where cr is the photon absorption cross sec-
tion. This cross section may have values ranging from
—10 ' cm in nonresonant cases to about A, in reso-
nant cases. ' The time a photon remains in the particle is
approximately r=Q/co, where Q is the mode quality fac-
tor. During this time the photon travels a distance '

cr!n =Qc/nto=QA/2nn. , or (QA, /2srnd) times the in-
teratomic distance d. The probability P that the photon
will be absorbed before leaving the particle is therefore

P=(QJ./2srnd)p =Qok!Send.

The condition P && 1 requires that the density
p=d =Str nP/Qo A, be much less than the critical den-
sity p, =Sn n/Qok, . As a numerical example, consider
the E170 resonance shown in Figs. 6 and 11, which has a
quality factor Q =10 . For A, =O. S )Ltm=SX10 cm and
n =1.33, we find a critica1 density p, =10' atoms/cm if
o =10 ' cm, and p, =2X10 atoms/cm if o =A, . For
the E58 resonance shown in Figs. 2 and 10, Q is around
10 and the corresponding critical densities are about ten
times as large.
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